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INITIATING A WRITING 
REVOLUTION!



Agree or Disagree?
•Students need to see their teachers as writers.

•If students write every day, their writing automatically improves.

•Having kids talk about what they are going to write about makes the writing easier 

for the students.

•Revising and editing are really the same thing.

•Students learn skills and grammar best when they are directly taught as isolated 

writing activities.

•Students should write only if they can publish their writing.Writing rubrics are a 

proven way to improve writing quality.

•Use assessment to gauge students’ progress and needs.

We Examine our Beliefs…

(Writing Essentials, Regie Routman)



What are the challenges t  
teachers face with writing 
instruction?



 THE ROAD MAP FOR GOOD  WRITING  SKILLS: TEKS

Expository Writing

Persuasive Text



Foster students’ interest, enjoyment, and 
motivation to write.



Connections 
to My Name

• important 
• funny 
• interesting 
• favorite  
• not so favorite 
• accomplishments  

Your Turn…

List your Writing 

Territories?

en
joy

 
dri

nk
ing

 
wine

 

love the 

emerald 

beaches
38 years in 

education!

2 beautiful daughters with great careers 

I’m a 
grandma! 

Dog named 

Charlie

1 o
f 6

 
sib

lin
gs

enjoy drinking wine 

Helen



Narrative Writing

Information/ Expository

Opinion, Argument

3 text typesInformation/ExplanatoryNarrative WritingPersuasive/Argument

The 3 Types of Writing
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MULTI-SENSORY APPROACH

I V F



green GO!

SLOW DOWN!
yellow

Write the topic sentence.

Give a reason, detail, or 
fact. Use a transition.

STOP!
red explain, example, elaborate, 

evidence

GO BACK!
Remind the reader of 

your topic.

green

Color-Coding Strategies



(persuasive Writing)

GO! 
State your opinion.

SLOW DOWN! 
Give a reason, a big idea/
star idea, to support your 
opinion 
Include a transition.

STOP! 
Elaborate by providing 
examples or explanations 
that support each reason

GO BACK! 
Remind the reader of  
your opinion.

GO! 
Write a topic sentence.

SLOW DOWN! 
Give a reason, detail, or fact. 
Include a transition.

STOP! 
Explain. Give an example.

GO BACK! 
Remind the reader of  
your topic.

(Information Writing)



Scaffolding through the Grades 



Summer is Super 

The best time of the year is summer. First, I get to swim in the 
summer.  I like to splash in the water and try to float. I race my 
friends to see who can swim fastest. Also, my family has summer 
cookouts. All my cousins come over. Everyone brings food and 
games. That is why summer is my favorite season. 

 



INFORMATIVE/EXPLANATORY WRITING

How Crocodiles and Alligators Are Different
Crocodiles and alligators look a lot alike, but these animals are 
also very different. The heads of alligators and crocodiles have 
different shapes. Crocodiles have long V-shaped heads, but 
alligators heads are shorter and U-shaped. Alligators and 
crocodiles also behave differently. Crocodiles are more likely to 
attack people and other animals. Crocodiles will attack in self-
defense, to get food, or to protect their young. Alligators, however 
do not usually attack people.  The key differences between 
alligators and crocodiles show they are truly different animals.

3-5 GRADE BAND



Jazz is the melting pot of music.

M
an
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 c
am

e 
to

ge
th

er
. A combination 

of African and 
European music.

The blues and 
ragtime were a 
part of the recipe.

Church music 
was important 
to jazz.

Scotch-Irish 
ballads were 
added to Jazz.

Ja
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New Orleans 
America’s 
most popular 
music city.

famous for 
Mardi Gras 

and ballroom 
dancing

French and 
Spanish live 

there

ballrooms and 
street parades 
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ch
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nd

 t
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 b
lu

es
.

sang songs 
as they 
worked

rewrote 
songs to sing 

in church

social events 
on 

plantations

songs about 
sadness and 
frustration

People from many places created Jazz.



 Jazz is the melting pot of music.  Many different types 

of music came together.  A combination of African 

and European music, Scotch-Irish ballads, and church 

music were important to Jazz.   Jazz became popular 

in Louisiana.  New Orleans is one of America’s most 

popular music cities.  They are famous for Mardi Gras, 

ballroom dancing, and street parades.  People from 

many places and cultures came together to create 

the recipe of Jazz.

Jazz… My Favorite





Panama City Beach is a best beach to visit.

The white sand and 
the emerald water 

Panama Beach Florida is is the most 
beautiful place on earth!

enjoy the delicious 
seafood

shucking oysters on the 
beach

watch the sun set

Captain Anderson’s 
crab cakes

Fun Facts about Helen Long 

drink wineYour Turn…

organize your 

“personal facts”



is
am
are
was
were

be

a amaze, attack

b

c

d

e

behave, browse 
call, capture 

differ, defend

eject, eatbeing
been

Generic Verbs Action Verbs



IVF Summary Sentences
V: Verb

Crocodiles

Summertime

My English 
teacher

attack to protect 
their young

I: Identify F: Finish Your 
Though

me to head to 
the beach!  motivates 

encourages me to keep a 
journal. 

Summertime motivates me to head to the 
beach.

Crocodiles attack to protect their young.

My English teacher encourages me to 
keep a journal.



Declarative 
make a statement

Imperative  
give a command

Exclamatory 
make a statement

Interrogative  
ask a question

?!

. .



A
B
C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

He is the apple of my eye.

My trip to the Bahamas.



Ideas to Write a Story



Sharpen Your Word Choice

Polish Your Sentences

Edit Your Paragraph

Anita Archer, Ph.D: REWARDS Writing Sentence Refinement

SENTENCE REFINEMENT

MASTERPIECE SENTENCES 
A SIX STAGE PROCESS



STAGE 1:Prepare Your Canvas: Build your base sentence. Choose a 
noun for the subject. Choose a past tense verb for the predicate.
STAGE 2: Paint Your Predicate: Expand the predicate. Answer the 
question about the action: When, where or why did they do it?
STAGE  3: Move the Predicate Painters: Vary sentence structure by 
moving the predicate painters within the sentence.

STAGE 5: Paint Your Words: Strengthen the sentence through more 
precise, descriptive (colorful) word choices.

STAGE 6: Finishing Touches: Revise by moving sentence parts, CUPS

STAGE 4: Paint Your Subject Answer questions about the subject 
(noun): which one, what kind, or how many?

MASTERPIECE SENTENCES 
A SIX STAGE PROCESS



STAGE 1:Prepare Your Canvas: Build your base sentence. Choose a 
noun for the subject. Choose a past tense verb for the predicate.

STAGE 2: Paint Your Predicate: Expand the predicate. Answer the 
question about the action: When, where or why did they do it?

STAGE  3: Move the Predicate Painters: Vary sentence structure by 
moving the predicate painters within the sentence.

STAGE 5: Paint Your Words: Strengthen the sentence through more 
precise, descriptive (colorful) word choices.

STAGE 6: Finishing Touches: Revise by moving sentence parts, CUPS

STAGE 4: Paint Your Subject Answer questions about the subject 
(noun): which one, what kind, or how many?

MASTERPIECE SENTENCES 
A SIX STAGE PROCESS



MASTERPIECE SENTENCES

Your Turn…

Masterpiece Sentences



WORD LINE: DEGREES OF MEANING!

COLD HOT
chillyicy cool

warm

YOUR TURN

EASY CHALLENGE

ROOM-
TEMPERATURE

mild steamy

simple hard
basic

difficult
tense

robust
COMPLICATED



Steps:
1.Make a two-column fold. 

2.Add 3 sticky notes. 

3.Teacher reads aloud the 
story and stops four times.

4.After each reading,  jot 
your response on a sticky 
note.

5.Use different types of 
responses.

6.Responses are short and 
may include a few words.

TEKS.ELA-26C: take simple notes and sort evidence into provided categories or an organizer;



Thank you!




